Microdissection of the sequence and structure of intermediate filament chains.
A large number of intermediate filament (IF) chains have now been sequenced. From these data, it has been possible to deduce the main elements of the secondary structure, especially those lying within the central rod domain of the molecule. These conclusions, allied to results obtained from crosslinking studies, have shown that at least four unique but related structures are adopted by the class of structures known generically as intermediate filaments: (1) epidermal and reduced trichocyte keratin; (2) oxidized trichocyte keratin; (3) desmin, vimentin, neurofilaments, and related Type III and IV proteins; and (4) lamin molecules. It would be expected that local differences in sequences of the proteins in these four groups would occur, and that this would ultimately relate to assembly. Site-directed mutagenesis and theoretical methods have now made it possible to investigate these ideas further. In particular, new data have been obtained that allow the role played by some individual amino acids or a short stretch of sequence to be determined. Among the observations catalogued here are the key residues involved in intra- and interchain ionic interactions, as well as those involved in stabilizing some modes of molecular aggregation; the structure and role of subdomains in the head and tail domains; the repeat sequences occurring along the length of the chain and their structural significance; trigger motifs in coiled-coil segments; and helix initiation and termination motifs that terminate the rod domain. Much more remains to be done, not least of which is gaining an increased understanding of the many subtle differences that exist between different IF chains at the sequence level.